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GOVERNANCE:

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

John Hoare (Chairman)
LLC has now reached its 10th
anniversary, through the skill and
care provided by its senior team
and not least by the dedication
of the Chief Executive and current
and former Board colleagues who
have brought it through those
years with great success. Our
awards ceremonies have and will
continue to celebrate the achievements of those learners
who have secured vocational skills from LLC

more important for London residents to gain the
qualifications they need to get a foot on the career ladder
and start to generate their own income.
Joining the Board of LLC in 2013 I felt that I could contribute
to the wellbeing of the company and its learners through
the experience I could offer from my experience in the
commercial and financial worlds.

The last three years have provided interesting
opportunities and challenges in my time with LLC, which
really are no different to how life unfolds in many areas of
London Learning Consortium is dedicated to doing work. Gaining good knowledge or know-how provides the
everything it can to help those who join its programmes ability to tackle these challenges no less for those starting
to help themselves in this process, by providing practical their working lives as for those of more mature years.
training in skills that they can really use. There is nothing

Andy Wilson (Vice Chairman)

Peter Roberts

Government funding for learning
I visited a class and asked them to
is essential to enabling so many
tell me, interactively, what were
people to improve their lives. It
the strengths and weaknesses
is also massively bureaucratic.
of LLC.
Immediately, I was
The LCC makes this offer
struck by the animated level of
count for every individual by
engagement, the politeness,
personalising delivery through
the team bonding, the thought
local partnerships and careful
provoking comments and the fun
tailoring. Over my nine years of
we had. I listened to people who
involvement I have developed huge respect for the team said that LLC was helping them to change their lives for
that makes this work.
the better. That will do for me.

Lola Barrett

David Chan
LLC is a true enabler – over the
last 10 years it has supported a
huge number of local groups
to provide accredited training
and access to employment for
individuals who were furthest
away from the labour market.

Martin Hudson
Very happy to be part of a team
that helps young people get a
decent start in life.

Despite a challenging year
LLC has succeeded by pulling
together and focusing on our
purpose. This shows that we, as a
community, have resilience and
strength and I acknowledge all
out peoples’ efforts in meeting
the challenges. Let us carry this
forward into the future so we
can secure LLC’s mission.
The London Learning Consortium is a
Community Interest Company No: 06322097
Christopher Wren Yard, 119 High Street
Croydon, Surrey , CR0 1QG
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VISION:
IMPROVING PROSPERITY FOR ALL THROUGH LEARNING
MISSION:
TO DELIVER THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES TOGETHER
WE VALUE:
OUR COMMUNITIES OF LEARNING AND OUR RESPONSIBILITIES TO THEM
OUR CUSTOMERS’ ASPIRATIONS
OUR PEOPLE AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS
QUALITY AND INNOVATION IN THE WORK THAT WE DO
London Learning Consortium has been an essential part of
the further education and community learning landscape
for over a decade. Formed in 2005, we are the city’s only
Third Sector skills consortium, recognised by OFSTED as a
Grade 2 ‘good’ provider.
We operate at the heart of some of the most socially
disadvantaged areas of the city focusing on delivering
impact and opportunity to London residents and local
employers.

Our Learners

On our LLC Local programmes our learners are looking to
re-engage with learning or work. They usually have low
or no prior qualifications and a large percentage are from
ethnic or social minorities
Our LLC Professional learners are employees who wish
to improve their career prospects and gain the relevant
professional qualifications in their chosen field. They
access these either through Apprenticeship programmes
supported by their employer or by self or loan funded
options.

We are recognised as being adept at forming and
managing supply chains and for delivering high quality
services directly ourselves.
Over our first ten years we have safely managed over
£25M of public funds primarily delivering outcome based
contracts. We believe this history and track record enables
LLC to offer commissioners and social investors something
original, different and effective.

Our Members

LLC members are primarily Third Sector Organisations
that deliver learning either as part of or as the main focus
of their social and community aims. Members receive
regular opportunities to partner with LLC in tenders and
supply chains. They also have the opportunity to attend
organisational development workshops that focus on
improving standards and effectiveness. Their views are
represented by LLC at national and regional forums.

The Employers we work with

We work mainly with Small to Medium Enterprises in both
the For profit and Not for Profit sectors. We also work with
Local Authorities in vocational areas that deliver social
impact. These employers expect a good quality service
delivered in a flexible and effective way.
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2005-2015
10 YEARS SERVING OUR CITY

Stephen Jeffery
Chief Executive

The realisation that you have
set up a social enterprise from
scratch and now its 10 years old is
rather sobering as well as highly
satisfying. But our journey from
local ESF funded project to one of
the country’s few surviving third
sector skills consortium’s has been
filled with many ups and downs.
We were told repeatedly that we
would fail and on occasions we
did, but we have also succeeded
and thrived in a highly competitive
and challenging environment.

Over the last decade we have faced major forces beyond
our control. The end of the Learning and Skills Council
(LSC) and the move from local to regional and then
national funding systems to now reverse this process, as
we move from national funding regimes to localism and
devolution.
Our country has been through (and has yet to fully emerge
from) one of the most severe financial crisis in history.
There have also been significant changes to the welfare
state the demographics and numbers of UK citizens
and of our country’s workforce. We have seen major
technological innovations and ‘smart’ working , matched
only by the all consuming ‘importance’ of social media
and the need to seemingly have to respond to everything
and everybody now!
The world of skills training and delivery has also altered
and we have an FE sector that regularly mutates and reorientates more than is either sensible or healthy for it to
do as it implements initiative after initiative and reform
after reform.
LLC has moved with these changes and our work has been
widely recognised amongst our peers including OFSTED
who graded us ‘good’ with ‘outstanding features’. We
should be proud and celebrate what we have achieved
but recognise that the world will happily move on without
us unless we effectively compete, achieve and succeed in
the future. At LLC we have been consistent despite the
ebbs and flows of policy and funding and this is reflected
in our approach to what we do and how we intend to go
forward.
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We straddle two sectors; the Third Sector and Further
Education sector and this places us in a particular space
and niche in the City. Our learners are looking to re-engage
with learning or work. They usually have low or no prior
qualifications and a large percentage are from ethnic or
social minorities. Our work based learners are employees
who wish to improve their career prospects and gain the
relevant professional qualifications in their chosen field.
We mainly work with Small to Medium Enterprises in both
the For profit and Not for Profit sectors as well as Local
Authorities in vocational areas that deliver social impact.
Our employers expect a good quality service delivered in
a flexible and effective way.
LLC is and remains a membership organisation. These are
primarily Third Sector Organisations that deliver learning
either as part of or as the main focus of their social and
community aims.
Over the last decade our consortium has delivered
qualifications, apprenticeships, traineeships, employment
programmes, jobs, work placements, on-line and classroom
courses to thousands of Londoners in partnership with
nearly 100 different organisations across the city. We have
also helped thousands of local employers’ recruit and train
apprentices to help their businesses and charities grow.
We have also supported the development of many small
to medium organisations to set up accredited learning
programmes for their local communities as well as
improve the quality and impact of what they do.
This would not have been achievable without a fantastic
and committed staff team full of diversity and inner
strength, focussing on what we can achieve with our
learners, partners and employers for the benefit of the
city. Our board of non-executive Directors who, as with
many Third Sector boards, have given a great deal at every
level of the organisation. We also thank our members and
partners who have shown faith and confidence in us as
we have with them to deliver a substantial contribution
to the City. Finally I would like to thank the agencies that
have funded us throughout our 10 year history as I say
with humility and gratitude thank you. So on behalf of
LLC I offer you a warm welcome to the celebration of our
anniversary.

LONDON LEARNING CONSORTIUM

HISTORY

As the organisation is approaching the end of its tenth year it is worth outlining for
reference the progress we have made in a relatively short period of time;

2015/16

Outcomes remain strong despite funding cuts. LLC invited to join London Voluntary
Sector ESIF Panel. LLC refocuses its provision to meet new policy agenda.

2014/15

LLC awarded Grade 2 ‘Good’ provider status by OFSTED. Income grows to over £4M.
LLF delivers its first project.

2013/14

Saw LLC restructures its membership scheme setting up its own charitable subsidiary
‘The London Learning Foundation’. LLC works with 9 subcontractors and purchases its
own premises in Croydon. Finances remain strong and LLC wins new business.

2012/13

Saw LLC grow its income to over £3.5 million with internal staff team of 30 operating
from two premises and membership of 230 organizations. These included 26
subcontractors and the highest value of contracting to the third sector in our history.
LLC achieves legal independence from SLCVSP.

2011/12

Income grew to £3.2 million staffing increased to 25 and membership exceeded over
200 organisations.

2010/11

A year of stability and infrastructure development. Income remained at £1.6 million as
did membership and staff team.

2009/10
Name is changed to London learning consortium income rises to £1.6 million we have
over 160 members and employee ten staff. LLC helps set up 3SC and Fair Train.

2008/9

Revenue increases to £1.2 million and a membership of nearly 120 organisations.

2007/8

South London learning consortium incorporated employs 4.5 staff and income of
£440,000. Constituted as a CIC and trading arm of SLCVSP.

2006/7

South London Learning Consortium commences trading activities incubated by Sutton
CVS. Steering group develops into first board, South LLC has three staff and income of
£250,000.

2005/6

South London CVS partnership is awarded ESF contract sustaining community learning
by the London South Learning and Skills Council. Initial staff team recruited to pilot
voluntary sector learning and skills consortium across six South London boroughs
commences.
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LONDON LEARNING CONSORTIUM

MOVING FORWARD TO THE FUTURE
Whilst we are proud of our past we must recognise that changes are happening all around. As we move forward LLC is
going to be working in two distinct ways. Firstly we are going to be delivering more programmes locally in community
settings under our ‘LLC local’ brand. This will involve new forms of partnership working using the combination of
community, non accredited and accredited learning programmes to increase participation and break down social
exclusion.
Our other main area is that of professional workforce development. LLC professional is aimed at employers in small to
medium local businesses and Third Sector organisations. These courses offer employees opportunities to undertake
Apprenticeships, bespoke commercial courses or apply for Advanced Learning Loans.
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OUR SERVICE DELIVERY
Advice,
Guidance &
Taster days

LLC Local

✓

Community
Learning

✓

National
Entitlement
English,
Maths and
first level 2

✓

Adult
vocational
and life skills
programmes

✓

Employability Traineeships
and
employment
support

✓

✓

Learners
Aged 16
- 18

✓

Learners
Aged 19
and over

✓
Greater
London
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

South and South and South and South and
Central
Central
Central
Central
London
London
London
London

✓

Greater
London

Apprenticeships

Higher level
qualifications
(Levels 3,4 &
5 or above)
either self
funded or via
FE Loans

✓
✓

LLC Professional

Where

On – Line
Programmes

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

Greater
London

Greater
London

Greater
London

LONDON LEARNING CONSORTIUM

LEARNER AND
EMPLOYER SATISFACTION
98%

98% of learners who complete on-line courses are satisfied or very satisfied with
the support they receive from their tutors.

97%

97% of learners on classroom programmes were satisfied or very satisfied with
the importance the LLC placed on safeguarding.

97%

97% of learners on Apprenticeship programmes said they felt more confident
about their work as a result of the training received from LLC.

95%

95% of learners on classroom programmes were satisfied or very satisfied with
the way their individual needs were met.

95%

95% of learners agreed that the advice and guidance they received prior to
starting their course was good.

92%

92% of learners on classroom programmes agree that the support on their course
is good.

89%

89% of learners on Apprenticeship programmes were satisfied or very satisfied
with how well LLC promoted safeguarding during their programme.

What employers liked when surveyed;
1) The development of employee skills levels helps them be more effective
2) Staff become more confident in job roles and they are able to support the
business more fully
3) Support from LLC assessors and staff
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WHAT OUR LEARNERS’ SAY ABOUT US...
She is Patient, She encourages, She's The
Best. I could not have completed the course
without her.
- Business & Administration Apprentice

She is the best any student could ask for. She takes her
time in explaining to you if you do not understand
and she is always there to help.
- Teaching Assistant Student

She is my assessor for longest time in this
course :) She is really interested in my progress
and completing of my course. She set little
goals to keep in hand my progress just step by step it was very good for me. She was motivating for me
when my motivation was very-very low. And she has a
very good and friendly, opened character.
- Health & Social care Apprentice
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I now feel, thanks to
the help of everyone
at LLC that I have
gained some new skills and
experience.
- LLC Learner

He is very patience teacher. He motivate
students to learn maths and he is an excellent
tutor I ever had . Now , I like maths, I am very confident
in maths . Again, I would like to thank him for that. Is
the best teacher in LLC.
- Maths Student

I felt lucky to still have
the support from my
Empoyer and I could had
not of wished for a better assessor
from LLC.
- LLC Apprentice

Was such a lovely tutor. Always had a smile on his face.
Was good at teaching and made everybody feel at ease.
The whole class enjoyed Piers English classes.
- English Student

Makes you feel that you can do any thing”.
- Health & Social care Apprentice
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QUALITY PROVISION

THAT GETS RESULTS!
LLC works with others as well
as delivering programmes itself
Director of
and in 14/15 we were assisted in
Operations
delivering by 8 sub-contractors.
LLC and sub-contractors deliver
across a number of London
Boroughs, including some of
those identified as the most deprived; Newham, Hackney,
Tower Hamlets and Barking.

Pam Sargent

Learners come from a variety of backgrounds; many are the
hardest to reach, the hardest to help; many have difficulties
that are potential barriers to the successful completion
of their courses. Many learners enter programmes with
low skill levels and many have had poor experiences
of education in the past. The great majority of learners
are aiming to improve their employability skills and life
prospects through skills training and Apprenticeships.
In 14/15 the provision was delivered to over 2,500 learners,
the vast majority of whom are over 19 years of age and
attending part-time programmes. Around 350 learners
were engaged on apprenticeship programmes, mainly in
the Health & Social Care sector.
The starting points of many of LLC’s learners are low,
42% of learners on classroom programmes have a prior
attainment below level 2 of which, 16% of learners have
no prior attainment. On Apprenticeships 46% of learners
have a prior attainment below level 2 of which 31%
have no prior attainment. As a result many have low self
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confidence in their ability to achieve and progress and
face multiple barriers to learners for example ill health,
long term unemployment, low levels of social interaction,
poor experience of education.
These are distinctive variances when compared to the
national rate of only 19% of adults with a prior attainment
below Level 2 (national rate data derived from SFA’s
statistical First Release 2014). 46% of classroom learners
come to us from postcodes with the highest levels of
deprivation/ disadvantage.

Impact and Performance

Overall and timely success rates for learners on classroom
programmes, continues to be high and above national
rates. Learners completing Preparation for Work, Retail
and Health & Social Care programmes achieve particularly
well. In year (15-16) success rates at 87%, and retention at
94.6% are good.
Apprentices’ overall and timely success rates are good.
success rates for those who complete their qualification
within the time planned, are particularly high and
significantly higher than the national rate.
The quality of the majority of teaching, learning and
assessment is good, and some is outstanding. A high
proportion of LLC’s observation, (86%) are graded
good or better, exceeding the internal target of 84%. A
challenging target of 90% good or better teaching is in
place for 2015/16.

2014/15

FINANCIAL REPORT
Jane Miller
Director of
Finance and
Resources

The further education sector
has had significant cuts to
funding over the last five years
and so it was with some relief
that the Government’s planned
expenditure over this parliament
enables funding to remain
broadly the same.

However, the benchmarks for financial robustness and
performance based delivery are increasing whilst the
funds paid for many qualifications and programmes
have reduced or remained unchanged. Therefore, like
the statutory FE Sector, we have found the last few years
challenging.
The reduction in funding has led to LLC restructuring and
maximising cost efficiencies throughout the business.

The pathways to realise these changes are reflected in the
operating loss in the year to July 2015. We are expecting
these changes to have a positive financial impact for the
year ending July 2016. However, we have grown our asset
base and balance sheet and ensured that LLC secures
value for the taxpayer and the learner through its supply
chain management.
Our investment premises are now fully utilised by local
businesses. We have also been to provide cost free access
to local voluntary sector groups to provide community
learning sessions and host networking and social events.
Accounts extract sourced from ‘LLC Report and financial
statements for the year ended 31 July 2015’ produced by
Sayer Vincent LLP, Chartered Accountants and Statutory
Auditors.

London Learning Consortium C.I.C

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Statement of comprehensive income
For the year ended 31 July 2015
2015
Total
£

2014
Total
£

3,295,703
(2,618,414)

3,302,129
(2,772,398)

677,289

529,731

(975,661)
202,309

(894,328)
498,451

(96,063)

133,854

-

898

(96,063)

134,752

(6,895)

(32,000)

(102,958)

102,752

Other comprehensive income
Revaluation of fixed asset property
Total Comprehensive income

116,999
116,999

203,953
203,953

Accumulated reserves at the start of the year

792,546

485,841

Accumulated reserves at the end of the year

806,587

792,546

Note
Turnover
Cost of sales

2

Gross profit
Administrative expenses
Other operating income
(Loss)/profit on ordinary activities before interest and
taxation

3

Interest receivable
(Loss)/profit on ordinary activities before taxation
Taxation
Loss for the financial year

4

All of the above results are derived from continuing activities (and includes all comprehensive income).
There were no other recognised gains or losses other than those stated above. Movements in funds are
disclosed in The Statement of Changes in Equity
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WHAT OUR MEMBERS,
PARTNERS AND STAFF SAY...
Over the past 10 years AdviceUK
has had a fruitful relationship with
LLC – as a partner, subcontractor
and fellow traveller in the voluntary sector. It’s
good to know that there are alternatives to
the old school FE colleges and private training
organisations with a great understanding of
community learning needs. Congratulations on
your first decade!

LLC have helped us build our
capability to deliver much
greater
impact
through
our skills training. Their expertise and
support around systems, performance
and navigating funding rules has been
invaluable.
CEO Groundwork UK

Learning & Skills Manager, AdviceUK

LLC have supported Centrepoint
through the process to join as a
delivery partner and offered support
and guidance throughout. We have greatly
appreciated that their Executive Team has been
involved to demonstrate the value they place on
partnerships.

Working at LLC has been
a wonderful experience,
allowing me to become
involved in different projects as well as
to grow in confidence, in a professional
and friendly environment!
Jerome Connelly, MIS Manager

Director of People, Skills & Employability, Centrepoint

From a library service
perspective
working
in
partnership with the LLC
means that we can offer our customers
access to learning opportunities and
we can join new members and attract
a new audience through speaking with
learners enrolled on courses.
Carillion Community Services
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When we need to untangle
the thorny world of
contracted training and
learning, LLC are always there to help
us play a partnership role to our full
strengths.
CEO Commonside Community Centre

Many organisation pay lip service to Partnership Working. LLC
actually live it. In our time working with LLC we have felt a true
collaborative approach to problem solving and development.
Whilst this has helped us to support LLC in delivering their contract it has
helped us immensely in developing our general provision and quality
assurance. LLC's close partnership and support have enable Lifecare to
train the long term unemployed and progress them in to careers with HSC
sector. This success has continued in us working with young adults in inner
city London to complete apprenticeships. LLC have also contributed to the
development of staff at Lifecare by inviting us to training session that have
improved our practices. Working with LLC for the past 4 years has been a
fantastic learning experience for us and we look forward to many more
years.
CEO, Life care

LLC provides great expertise and
progression routes for young residents
coming through the associations
community engagement and work ready
programmes’
Community Development Director, AmicusHorizon

“As a subcontractor to LLC, not only were
we able to deliver new and innovative
programmes to our learners, but we were
also supported to broaden our offer, increase our
knowledge in key policy areas and develop our
workforce through LLC’s comprehensive subcontractor
training and development programme.”

Congratulations to all
at the London Learning
Consortium on your 10th
Anniversary. You have achieved
so much during that time, blazing
a trail for third sector consortia,
providing outstanding learning,
training and support for so many
learners, and helping to transform
lives for the better. Long may you
continue.
DR Cheryl Turner Chair TSNLA

CEO, Street Vibes

Grenfell’s partnership with LLC
has enabled us to provide quality
learning
and
employment
opportunities to some of the most
vulnerable people in the community. We’re
proud to have worked successfully with LLC
for 10 years.
Director of Operations Grenfell Housing &
Training

LLC are an important and much valued
organisation. They really understand the work
we do and our disadvantaged and ex-offender
learners. They’ve enabled us to access funding that has
turned many people’s lives around.
St Giles Trust
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LONDON LEARNING CONSORTIUM:

MORE THAN YOU THINK!
Fair Train

Fair Train is the Group Training
Association for the Third Sector, owner
of the National Quality Standard for
Work Experience and organiser of Work
Experience Week. Fair Train promotes Apprenticeships,
Traineeships and Work Experience to its members and
encourages them to use Fair Train accredited training
providers – including London Learning Consortium.

3SC

3SC wins and manages public
services contracts on behalf of Third
Sector organisations.
Third Sector
organisations have a vital role to play in
public services delivery, but the size and complexity
of the competitive procurement processes and
increasingly demanding contracts makes it difficult for
smaller organisations to compete on their own. Using
a Consortium model, we manage the bidding process
and build supply chains of local organisations, allowing
smaller Third Sector providers to compete for, and
deliver large contracts.
Any profit we make is reinvested in our members to
help build their capacity and capability to improve
service delivery, and provide a greater return to service
users and commissioners.

Christopher Wren Yard

In 2014 London Learning Consortium purchased its
first building. This hosts classes and workshops as
well as our staff team. We also have local businesses
as tenants.

London Learning Foundation

Is a Charitable subsiduary of LLC. It
funds projects that deliver education,
research and community initiatives
for London residents.nities. We aim to specialise in
activities that either have, or that research indicates
could have, a proven impact in our communities.

MEMBER SERVICES
Moodle Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) Events and workshops
A Virtual Learning Environment is an e-learning
web based education system that provides virtual
access to course content, tests, homework, grades,
assessments, and other external resources. It is also a
social space where students and teachers can interact
through discussion or chat.

Organisational Development Services

London Learning Consortium offers a range of
development services to our members including
Quality Assessment, Membership Development
Programmes and Bespoke Support Sessions.
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LLC provides workshops and events for its members on all
aspects of education and skills developments for example
Safeguarding, Preparing for inspection.

Partnerships and tendering opportunities

As a member, organisations are invited to be part of
tenders, bids and partnerships

Join London Learning Consortium

If you are interested in any of our services or becoming
a sub contracting partner of LLC please email:
londonlc@londonlc.org.uk
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LLC Address

Christopher Wren Yard
119 High Street
Croydon
7/9/2014
Surrey
CR0 1QG

Google Maps

Traffic, Bicycling, Terrain, Directions

Parking

Meter or car park available locally

Bus

50, 60, 119, 166, 197, 264, 312, 405, 407, 412, 455,
466 and 468.

Train

The nearest station is East Croydon. From there, it
is a ten minute walk to our office. Alternatively, you
can catch the 119, 312 or 466 bus from outside the
station to Croydon Flyover.
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Tram

The nearest tram stop is George Street.
From there, you can walk to our office.

Tel: 020 8774 4040
Email: londonlc@londonlc.org.uk
Web: www.londonlc.org.uk
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Google Maps

